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we got to hear from some of Vanessa's

colleagues and fellow staff, who

delightfully express their appreciation of

the unique energy she brings 

to the HSU community.

FOR OUR DECEMBER ISSUE,

grateful for routine and the benefits of
maintaining that schedule. With that, 

I also learned that some days, it’s also healthy
to check out of your routine, do the things you
love or nothing at all. And, that is totally ok too.

#6#6 Communication, Advocacy, and
Community are Powerful

Whether it be through the BLM movement, the election,
or the voices of those struggling every day, I’ve gotten to
see the power of people coming together to make a
difference the best way they know how. They have had
their voices heard any way they could, and continue to be
proactive every day for a better world. This whole year has
shifted socially, economically, politically...and it has made
me even more aware of our impact on our environment,
economy, equity, and more.

I Enjoy Time with Myself
There’s strength and beauty in loving your own company
and finding joy in spending time with yourself. Add a hot

bath, glass of wine, and some Netflix: 
I’m set for the night!

I Don’t Know What My Life Was Before

My Pup, Meatball
My life got the best addition
this year and it came in the
form of the sweetest,
chunkiest, and sassiest English
Bulldog, Meatball. My partner
rescued our fur baby Meatball
and he has become my trusty
sidekick who sleeps next to me
during meetings, loves food
just as much if not more than
me, and is always there to
snuggle with.
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Vanessa Gonsalves wrote and shared 

7
from her experience of an exceptionally

impactful and historic year.

lessons and highlights

I Value Routine
As days and weeks

blend together, I’ve
become even more 

PLUS:
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In this photo: Vanessa's pup, Meatball

We are honored to recognize Lead Admissions Counselor,
Vanessa Gonsalves as our December Staff Spotlight. Vanessa has
a gift for connecting with people and a depth that draws you in.
She arrives genuinely to every interaction and brings a strength

of spirit that makes you feel lucky to be in her presence. As the
Lead Admissions Counselor, she also brings this same light and

energy to her conversations with prospective students.



FELLOW STAFF APPRECIATION

during this time, I’ve been able to shift that
narrative and to learn that rest is productive and

that by giving yourself that time and grace to
take a moment for yourself, or to not complete a

to-do list item as soon as you want to, 
is part of the success.

Through apps like Zoom, Marco Polo and
Instagram, I have been able to reconnect
with friends from when I was a student at
HSU, family who never used technology
before this time, and even made new
friends from around the world!

STAFF SPOTLIGHT : DECEMBER 2020
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There’s Productivity in Rest
 I was taught that success is based on what

you have and what you’ve done. Thankfully, 

I Got to Reconnect with

Friends and Family

I Can Still Connect with my HSU Community, Just in a Different Way 
In this time, I am grateful more than ever to be able
to continue to work. Our work setting and daily
routine completely changed, including not seeing our
colleagues everyday or being able to walk around on
campus and say hi to students. This was a hard
adjustment for everyone. For me, I  felt disconnected
at first. 
What I have to continue to remind myself is we’re all
still connected, it just looks a bit different. I’m grateful
for platforms like Zoom to have meetings with my
colleagues, counselors and teachers, and prospective
students. I'm also grateful for programs on campus
that have put on creative virtual events, conversations,
cookbooks, etc. so we can continue to stay connected
as an HSU family.

In this photo: HSU Admissions Counselors (from left to right), Caleb Rivera, Leo Canez,
Pedro Martinez, Kailyn Doyle, Chelsea Mooney, Jennifer Page-Smith, Vanessa Gonsalves (photo
taken prior to COVID-19 pandemic).

In this photo: Vanessa and
her partner, Stephen.

How would you describe Vanessa?

Vanessa is the most kind-hearted person that I know.

She goes above and beyond to make everyone in her

life feel special.

Cheyenne Hoffman, Office of Registrar

Vanessa is a unique and memorable individual, with

amazing positive energy and great humor.  She stands out

the moment you meet her with her inviting presence.  I’ll

never forget my first day at HSU meeting Vanessa on Move-

in day—her outgoing personality makes a lasting

impression.

Todd Larsen, Housing 

What makes Vanessa special?

What ISN'T special about Vanessa?! To make a lame attempt to distill it

down, I would have to say that Vanessa is special because of her

tenacity and vivacious spirit. Vanessa puts her mind to a project or a

problem, and she's coming up with creative solutions and positive

outcomes in no time! She is always approaching life with

determination and a sense of adventure, making people laugh and

having a good laugh herself along the way. 

Morgan McBroom, Financial Aid

What does Vanessa contribute to prospective students at HSU

and our Lumberjack community?

Vanessa always brings enthusiasm and excitement to classrooms and

college fairs. She goes above and beyond to help students. Her

experience as an HSU alumni allows her to give students a first-hand

look at what life could be like for them at HSU. On the Admissions team

side, she has embraced the opportunity to be our Lead Admissions

Counselor. She is an amazing resource to our entire team and we are

so lucky to have her support.

Chelsea Mooney, Office of Admissions  
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Her optimism is contagious and her quick smile lights up

the entire room. Her love for HSU [is] obvious and she is so

proud to be an alumna! [...] She builds positive

relationships with so many people. I feel truly blessed to

call Vanessa my friend.

 Lola Alto, University Advancement


